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INTRODUCTION

Welcome to Common Vision Blox 2017!
Congratulations on choosing Common Vision Blox 2017 – the preferred i ndependent programming library for imaging professionals!
Common Vision Blox (CVB) is the most powerful, flexible and innovative vision software for
implementing imaging and machine vision applications quickly and reliably.
Developed by STEMMER IMAGING, Europe's largest independent vision technology
supplier, it offers you a rapid route to all your imaging solutions. From the very first version
developed in 1997, Common Vision Blox has been continuously improved and updated to
take account of the changing vision market.
Common Vision Blox is the result of more than 50 man-years of experience in imaging
and machine vision. Based on a stable and well-structured open architecture, it offers
unrivalled flexibility, transparency and modularity. It has proven itself in thousands
of applications worldwide and is the preferred software choice of OEMs and system
integrators for time critical and demanding applications, particularly those requiring a
high degree of security, performance and flexibility.

A flexible choice of hardware and operating system
CVB is based on STEMMER IMAGING's vast experience with acquisition components from
many different leading manufacturers and supports the latest acquisition technologies
with maximum performance. It includes fundamental functionality for image a
 cquisition,
image access, image display, coordinate transformation, image normalisation and much
more. Based on a full implementation of the GenICam standard complete hardware
independence is guaranteed.
CVB is structured in a way that even the most specialised acquisition technology or
operational mode can be incorporated without any loss of system performance. C
 ommon
Vision Blox is totally hardware and manufacturer independent and offers the user a
flexible choice of target deployment systems. It is usable with any desired image formats
in geome-try, depth and dimension.
CVB 2017 impresses especially with its flexibility regarding the supported o
 perating systems. Besides the 32-bit versions of Windows (7, 8.1, 10), it also supports Windows 64-bit
(7, 8.1, 10) and Linux 32- and 64-bit (Ubuntu 12.04 and 16.04, Kubuntu, Mint).
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CVB 2017 is based on optimised drivers with minimised processor load for best
performance. The proven memory management with ring buffers and flexible image
access is the perfect base for implementing own algorithms.
The 'Fast Track' to imaging and machine vision solutions
CVB's versatile toolset provides you with a cost-effective development environment
based on your individual requirements and comes with a large variety of highly optimised
drivers, giving you fast access to your image data.
No matter which programming environment you use, CVB 2017 guarantees the 'fast track'
to your application and provides support for:
■■
■■
■■

Windows 32-bit: VB.NET, C#, Visual Basic, Visual C++, Delphi
Windows 64-bit: Visual C++, VB.NET, C#, Delphi
Linux 32- and 64-bit: Intel C++, GNU Compiler Collection

CVB 2017 Foundation Package
For newcomers we recommend to use the CVB 2017 Foundation Package. This comprehensive package is an excellent foundation for the solution of various machine vision tasks
and offers a fast and stress-free entry into the world of imaging.
The CVB Foundation Package includes numerous highly optimised algorithms (operating systems dependent) like edge detection, blob detection, statistical image analysis,
arithmetic image operations, image calibration, image filtering, dynamical thresholding,
colour space conversion, colour filtering, image debayering, correlation or text overlays.
It can of course be extended by a range of modular CVB tools with specific algorithms
(operating system dependent).
Free 30-day trial license
We are so convinced that you'll be hooked on CVB after your initial tests, that we are
pleased to offer you a free 30-day trial license! We feel this will allow you to evaluate all
the different possibilities and help you make up your mind. More details about this 30-day
trial license can be found in the Installation section. Purchasing a full license, the test
version can be changed to a full version without any new installation, all test projects,
created so far, remain.
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Support
STEMMER IMAGING is committed to providing you with the very best support possible.
Therefore please do not hesitate to get in touch with us in case you need help, either
during the installation, or when using CVB. Just contact your local distributor or send an
email to support@commonvisionblox.com.
Additional information, the very latest drivers and application examples are to be
found on the CVB website http://www.commonvisionblox.com. Here you will also
find i nformation about the various Common Vision Blox training sessions offered in
STEMMER IMAGING's "European Imaging Academy" and by the local distributors.

Getting started
This guide is designed to help you during the installation of Common Vision Blox 2017.
Please note that this guide only covers the Windows versions of CVB. After you have
installed CVB, the comprehensive online help will guide you through the initial steps
needed to develop your first application. The online help contains detailed descriptions of
all available functions and gives you step-by-step advice on program development using
the different supported programming environments. The help system also covers the
different compiler specific information you will need to get going, plus specific information about each of the CVB tools and the development of your application.
In addition to the different CVB modules, you will also find a number of tutorial programs
in source code. Not only do they show you the power of Common Vision Blox and all the
individual tools, but they can be adapted to give you a basic starting point for your own
application.
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2. Installing Common Vision Blox
On starting the installation, you will be greeted with the setup screen, where you will be
invited to install Common Vision Blox.
The Common Vision Blox installation process is divided into three stages:
2.1 Installing the Common Vision Blox components and tools
2.2 Licensing Common Vision Blox
2.3 Installing the Common Vision Blox drivers for image acquisition devices

2.1 Installing the Common Vision Blox components and tools (Stage 1)
To start the installation just click the link and the installation program will guide you
through the whole process.

The setup checks if all required components are installed on the system. In case
components are missing it offers to install those.
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When the welcome screen is shown, click 'Next' to continue. You will then be asked where
you wish to install the software.

Once you have chosen a location for Common Vision Blox you will be asked to choose
what type of installation you require. It is recommended to select the default 'Complete'
setting. If you wish to develop your own applications, you should choose either 'Complete'
or 'Custom'.
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If you are already familiar with Common Vision Blox and you select 'Custom' at this point,
you will be able to choose which components and tools you require, as shown below.

Once you have made your selection, click the 'Next' button to continue.
You are now ready to install Common Vision Blox. Click the 'Install' button when ready.
Common Vision Blox comes with a lot of samples and therefore it may take several
minutes to completely install all of the necessary files. Please be patient while the installation completes this stage.
You may also see Windows command windows appear at various stages during the installation – this is a perfectly normal part of the installation.
The Common Vision Blox setup will need to install some device drivers as well and, depen
ding on the operating system of your computer, you may see Windows security message
dialogue boxes like the ones shown below. You will need to click 'Install' respectively
'Continue Anyway' for the setup to continue correctly. You may also tick the box marked
'Always trust software from STEMMER IMAGING GmbH' if you wish, as this will speed-up
any further driver installations from STEMMER IMAGING.
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When the installation has finished, click on the 'Finish' button to continue with the next
stage. The next stage in the installation process will now begin automatically.
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2.2 License management (Stage 2)
Having installed Common Vision Blox, you are now ready to choose how you want to
license the software. You have a number of choices at this point.
■■
■■
■■

License using a 30-day trial license (continue with 2.2.1)
License using a hardware dongle (continue with 2.2.2)
License using a node-locked license

You may also activate or modify a license after CVB has been fully installed. This can be
done by launching the CVB Management Console and heading for the 'Licensing' section.

2.2.1 Obtaining a 30-day trial license

Having clicked on the 'Generate a 30-day trial licence' the Common Vision Blox Management Console will appear to guide you through the process of generating and submitting
a request for a trial license.
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2.2.1.1 Requesting your license activation
Once the Management Console has loaded click on the 'Get Free Trial License' button to
request an activation file.

The 30-day trial license uses information about the hardware found on your system in
order to identify the computer on which it is to be used. No personal information is sent to
STEMMER IMAGING about you or your machine.
2.2.1.2 Customer information
Now a screen will appear asking you to fill in a few details about yourself and the email
address to which the activation key has to be send.
2.2.1.3 Request submission method
After completion of the customer information form you will be asked how you want to send
the file either directly via email or manually as a plain text file to cvblicense@imaging.de.
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At this point in the setup there you have to wait for receiving the CVB license activation
string from STEMMER IMAGING. Nevertheless you could proceed with the setup at this
point and restart it again later. To proceed simply close the Management Console.
2.2.1.4 Entering your activation file
When you receive your activation file from STEMMER IMAGING, you are ready to enter the
information using the CVB Management Console.
Click on the 'Enter License Activation' button to proceed. A dialog box will open, inviting
you to open the license file (*.WibuCrmav). Click 'OK' to continue.
(Please note that from the time you request your license, you have a period of 60 days in
which the license activation must be used. If this time is exceeded, you will unfortunately
need to begin the process again.)

Once the activation key is accepted, the CVB Management Console will indicate that CVB
has been licensed for use on this computer.
The licensing process is now complete and you may proceed with the installation of the
Common Vision Blox drivers for image acquisition (skip the next pages and continue with
2.3).
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2.2.2 Software activation using a dongle (only valid for purchased licenses)
The dongle has to be plugged into the USB port of the PC and is supplied with the
Common Vision Blox Image Manager/Foundation Package. The magic numbers (license
numbers) of the purchased CVB tools are generated using the serial number from the
dongle and are provided with the delivery of your order.

2.2.3 Software activation using a node-locked license
This procedure is not described here. Further information is to be found in the online help
of the Management Console under 'Node Locked'.

2.2.4 Adding licenses for additional Common Vision Blox tools
If you have installed CVB with a hardware dongle or node-locked license, you can check the
status of the CVB tool licenses by clicking 'Magic Numbers' on the Management Console.

In this case no CVB tools are licensend. The license numbers shown in the list are valid for
the 30-day trial license and have the serial number 999.
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If you purchase a new Common Vision Blox license, you will receive a CodeMeter dongle
including the magic numbers for tools. STEMMER IMAGING will automatically register
those magic numbers onto the WIBU CodeMeter dongle. Once plugged into the PC, all
required license information for Common Vision Blox, as well as for the tools, is displayed
in the list in the Management Console.
If you decide to purchase any CVB tool later, you can activate the additional CVB tools
by clicking on 'Magic Numbers' and the Management Console will guide you further as
described in the next chapter.
2.2.4.1 Entering your 'Magic Number'
There are different ways to add a CVB tool license. If you receive a *.lic file from
STEMMER IMAGING you can import it via the 'Import *.lic File' button.
To license additional tools manually, simply click on the 'New License.ini entry' button and
a dialog box will be shown, inviting you to enter a 'Magic Number'. The following example
is for the Barcode tool.
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After adding any tool licenses, you must click the 'Refresh' button to update the list and to
activate the magic numbers.
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2.3 Installing Common Vision Blox drivers for image acquisition
devices (Stage 3)
The final stage is to install Common Vision Blox drivers for any image acquisition devices
that you intend to use, including: cameras, frame grabbers, Gigabit Ethernet devices,
etc. The GenICam driver for GigE Vision or USB3 Vision devices is installed with the core
components.

For each image acquisition device driver you install, a separate installation routine will be
run consecutively. Once you click on 'Install Common Vision Blox drivers for acquisition
devices', the following dialog box asks you to choose the specific devices from a list.
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Most CVB supported frame grabbers or acquisition devices are detected automatically on
your computer and the relevant entries will be ticked for installation. Please make sure to
install only the drivers required, as installation of all drivers might require long installation
time and several restarts.
Please note that some drivers may require additional board level software packages and
drivers to be installed after CVB has finished installing. If this is the case, the setup will
install any necessary packages or board level drivers at the end of this stage. It should be
noted that a restart may be necessary at some point. If any additional packages need to be
installed you will see the following screen. Just click 'Install and Exit' to finish the setup.
Congratulations! Common Vision Blox is now correctly installed on your system and you
are ready to go!
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3. How to start working with Common Vision Blox
3.1 Configuring for live image acquisition
Once the correct CVB driver(s) have been installed it is necessary to properly configure
your acquisition devices. As each acquisition device has its particular capabilities and
properties, configuration is a very hardware specific topic and can therefore not be
covered within the scope of this document. Instead, helpful documentation is to be found
in the respective CVB Driver User Guide and in the device manufacturer's manuals. For
any device you have installed, you will find the relevant CVB Driver User Guide in the
CVB Start menu under Documentation/Hardware.
To use a specific image acquisition device with CVB, it is necessary to load what is called a
.vin file. All installed .vin files are located in the CVB sub-folder Drivers. Usually .vin files are
loaded from within any application created with CVB (including the tutorial applications
that come with the CVB setups). Loading a .vin driver will display an image from the image
acquisition device to which that .vin driver interfaces.
Double-clicking a .vin file will open it in the 'Common Vision Blox Viewer' and you will see
an image from your device. Enabling the 'Grab' item from the 'File' menu or clicking the
'Grab' icon from the toolbar of the 'CVB Viewer' activates live acquisition from the camera.
CVB drivers allow full control over the
functions that the device offers to
which a driver interfaces, but if you
just load the unconfigured .vin drivers
in the CVB tutorial applications or
the 'Common Vision Blox Viewer' this
will usually result in an 'Error loading
image file'.
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3.2 Common Vision Blox Management Console
The Common Vision Blox Management Console serves as a modular configuration and information frontend for Common Vision Blox. It is accessible through the CVB Start menu.
Using the Common Vision Blox Management Console you can...
■■
■■
■■
■■

access general system-wide CVB configuration settings
get detailed information about the hardware in your computer as well as the
file versions of your CVB installation
manage all license related tasks regardless of the type of license that is active
on your system
configure your GenICam compliant GigE Vision and USB3 Vision hardware for image
acquisition and manage the GenICam registry

Depending on what you installed on your system, a different set of tasks may be accessible
in the Common Vision Blox Management Console. For detailed descriptions about individual tasks and settings please refer to the documentation of the Common Vision Blox
Management Console (easily accessible by pressing 'F1').

3.3 Exploring CVB and creating your vision application
After the successful installation and registration the world of CVB now waits to be
discovered. Sample applications and tutorials with source code in all of the supported
programming languages are installed together with Common Vision Blox. The sample
applications demonstrate what Common Vision Blox and the tools can do. They can be
used as a basis for your own applications. The application examples are to be found in the
tools section in the folder of the specific programming languages.
The CVB package also includes programming examples and instructions on generating
a Common Vision Blox application for all the supported compilers (Delphi, Microsoft
Visual C++, Microsoft Visual C# and Microsoft VB.Net). This enables you to create a basic
framework for a Common Vision Blox application in a very short time. Please refer to the
dedicated chapters in the online help, which shows how to build an application using
each different compiler.
In case of upcoming questions you can always consult the comprehensive online help
system. Here you will find a great deal of additional information about Common Vision
Blox and advice how to create your own applications.
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4. Powerful tools
Common Vision Blox offers the user an easy to use, comprehensive collection of optimised
image processing functions, enabling the development of a vast range of vision applications. With CVB you are safe in the knowledge that you work with one of the most modern
and comprehensive programming libraries available on the market. Our development
team is continuously looking to find solutions to problems previously unsolvable. Many of
the Common Vision Blox tools are unique and not found in other packages.
In the following we touch only a few of the possible applications.
Of special interest are the tools for object recognition and for reading and inspecting
writing. For some years already, CVB Minos, CVB Manto and CVB ShapeFinder have been
the leading software tools due to their recognition speed and reading capabilities. Appli
cations range from reading of handwriting, recognition of numbers punched onto coated
surfaces to classification of different types of foodstuff. With the new tool CVB Polimago
robust pattern recognition and pose estimation for polymorphic objects delivers results
faster. An all new teach application provides a common teaching environment not only for
CVB Polimago but also for CVB Minos.
One of the most demanding imaging applications is the inspection and measurement
of complex free form objects where completeness and dimensional accuracy have to
be checked in real 3D. The integrated concept of the Common Vision Blox 3D tools with
support of state-of-the-art 3D cameras, point clouds and comprehensive analysis tools is
the perfect base for solving any 3D task.
To read and verify 1D and 2D barcodes, CVB Barcode is the tool of choice. Developing this
tool, special emphasis was given to fast and reliable code reading in realistic, industrial
environments, even when poor quality codes are encountered.
Using the recording tool CVB Movie it is possible to create flexible, customer-specific
recording solutions that easily outclass competing systems as far as their suitability for
daily use is concerned.
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For additional information or in case of upcoming questions,
please contact your local distributor or send a mail to
support@commonvisionblox.com.
You can find a list of all distributors of Common Vision Blox under
www.commonvisionblox.com in the menu Company/Distributors.
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